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Porous electrodes provide high-surface-area supports for the catalysts of many reactions, but the influences of electrode prepara-
tion conditions on electrocatalysts are not always well understood. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy~EIS! can provide
extensive information about an electrode, but the models describing the spectra are often too idealized to draw useful conclusions.
We describe a new model based on an array of parallel, nonuniform transmission lines for predicting the response of porous
electrodes. The model incorporates physically realistic elements, such as discrete particles of variable size and adjustable
multilayer stacking geometries. Resistance parameters were derived from experimental data for Pt4Ru4Ir-coated Ti0.9Nb0.1O2 and
Ebonex electrodes prepared under varying degrees of oxidative conditioning. The results, which indicate a high degree of
impedance at the support-solution interface and consequently, low catalyst utilization, suggest several strategies for improved
electrode design.
© 2003 The Electrochemical Society.@DOI: 10.1149/1.1594730# All rights reserved.
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electrodes are important in electrochemical systems be-
can dramatically increase the active surface area avail-

actions and provide ideal supports for finely divided
l catalysts. Unfortunately, properties of such systems are
pletely understood, as small, high-surface-area particles
have as they would in bulk phase. Electrochemical im-
ectroscopy~EIS! is a technique that in principle provides
ormation about a multicomponent electrode, but the in-
of impedance spectra for porous electrodes is difficult.
r applications, impedance spectroscopy has been used to

de oxidation on electrodes1 and the capacitance of nickel
Simple equivalent circuit,3 finite element,4 and trans-
models have been used to analyze spectra of electrodes
onical5 or uniformly cylindrical6 pores and spectra of
ores of various shapes have been calculated,7 but all of
ms are highly idealized.
recently synthesized and characterized a catalyst useful
oxidation of water and the reduction of oxygen in re-

fuel cells.8 These materials consist of Pt4Ru4Ir metals
onding metal oxides coating spheroidal support particles
either Ti0.9Nb0.1O2 or the TiO2 suboxide material Eb-

n21,4 < n < 10). These electrodes exhibit different
nder oxygen-rich environments at high temperatures or

potentials. It has been hypothesized that the perfor-
rioration after oxidative conditioning arises from oxida-
upport, which increases its resistivity. In order to extract
istivities from EIS data, we have constructed what we
e the first porous electrode transmission line model that
s such physically realistic features as discrete support
variable diameter and adjustable thickness and separa-

tries.

Experimental

lectrodes were prepared by coating Toray carbon paper
supported catalyst inks, as described in detail

0 The approximate coverage fraction was determined
g a scanning electron microscope~SEM! image of the

urface collected using a JEOL-JSM 5400 microscope at

the Electron Microscope Facility at The Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity. This coverage value was used for comparison, but not as part of
the model. The particle size distribution was obtained using the Prin-
ceton Gamma Technologies IMIX program and was incorporated
into the surface model.

Modeling the Electrode Surface Geometry

The carbon electrode surface was modeled as a plane covered
with one or more hexagonally arranged layers of conducting spheres
surrounded by a sulfuric acid electrolyte solution. Analysis of SEM
micrographs of an electrode10 indicated that the sphere diametersD
~mm! obeyed a lognormal distribution withm 5 1.24(2) ands
5 0.28(2) for a 494 particle sample whose probability density
function is given by

P@D# 5
e21/2~ ln@D#2m/s!2

DsA2p
@1#

The densityr of the support particles was known to be 4.15 g/cm3,
and the total massm deposited on the electrode surface was 2 mg.
This enabled calculation of the number of particlesNpart coating the
surface as

Npart 5
m

r
4

3
p^r 3&

@2#

Npart 5
6m

pr*0
`D3p@D#dD

@3#

This was determined to be approximately 1.593 107 spheres
spread out unevenly over an area of 2.45 cm2. SEM images indi-
cated that an estimated 85% of the surface was covered with
spheres, representing an effective area of 2.1 cm2.

For simplicity the model initially chose to ignore the disorder
observed in the electrode surface and to assume a single layer of
spheres located within a minimally large hexagonal ‘‘unit cell’’
whose size varied with the particle radius. The model required no
assumptions as to whether individual spheres or unit cells touched
one another~close packing! or were isolated in islands. Despite its
simplicity, this model indicated 1.593 107 spheres produce a sur-
face coverage of 1.9 cm2, within 9% of the observed value.
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ly, this model was insufficient to generate impedance
y loci consistent with those experimentally observed.
e this, a multilayer surface model was developed. It was
at a surface possessing the average number of layers,
omposed of two integer numbers of sphere layersnbase

portion ofnavg) andnbase1 1, as shown in Fig. 1. The

ac of the thicker region was taken as the noninteger
n and the coverage of the thinner layer was 1

presentation of fractional layers.
avg

heres of radiusr were assumed to be hexagonally ar-

as
t o
ug
ce
’s

Re

ch
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i 0R

m,N

tem
eZ

ona
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Se
sing through an external resistance to reach the outer-
f the electrode surface, current may either continue to
h slices of the electrolyte solution or may pass through
and continue through the particle. As shown in Fig. 3,

voltage law may be applied both to the entire unit cell

xt 1 Z1 1 (
N

Rm,kD 2 i 1Z1 2 (
N

i kRm,k 5 V

gmentation of unit cell into current loops.
k51 k51
not necessarily close packed. Sphere-sphere separations
se layer were described asX 5 f r wheref is a dimen-

paration factor varying between 2~close packed! and 2)
e packing resumes because of interpenetration of the

ayers!. In multilayer regions, each sphere not in the up-
er was assumed to be in contact with three spheres rest-
with every other layer centered on alternating corners of
nal unit cell, as seen in Fig. 2. As a concession to math-
acticality, these spheres were made of the same diameter

sphere. As mathematically idealized spheres, multilayers
ngential points of contact with one another; any resulting
were neglected.

Transmission Line Models

en shown11 that porous electrochemically active surfaces
ctively simulated using transmission line models. Such
de a surface into numerous vertically stacked segments,
ssing its own impedances due to the presence of electro-
Rs, the conducting or semiconducting support material
interfacial impedanceZ.

After p
most par
pass thro
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Kirchhoff

i 0S
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Figure 3.
i 0Rext 1 (
k51

N

i kRs,k 1 i NZsurf 5 V @4#

of theN segments

Rm,1! 1 i 1~Z1 1 Rs,1 1 Z2 1 Rm,1! 2 i 2Z2 5 0
@5#

m,k 2 i k21Zk 1 i k~Zk 1 Rs,k 1 Zk11 1 Rm,k!

2 i k11Zk11 5 0 @6#

k 5 2...N 2 1

2 i N21ZN 1 i N~ZN 1 Rs,k 1 Zsurf 1 Rm,k! 5 0 @7#

of equations allows us to solve12,c for the unit cell

cell

l matrix and nonlinear optimization routines were based upon those
2.
2i 0R
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impedanc

c Tridiag
found in Re-down view of multilayer unit cell.
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N

~1 2 Xk!Rm,k 1 ~1 2 X1!Z1 5 Rext

1 (
k51

N

XkRs,k 1 XNZsurf @8#

which is evaluated using the rightmost expression to minimize the
number of operations on complex numbers. These unit cell imped-
ances depe
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nd upon the diameter of the enclosed spheres. The porous
pedanceZPE is calculated from these parallel cell im-

nd is weighted for their frequency of occurrence

l radii
~Number o f spheres on sur f ace!* p@D#

Zcell@D#
@9#

r of spheres touching the surface~with their own unit
ly the total number of spheres over the number of layers
action of the surface with that number of layers.ZPE is
in this manner for each frequency of interest and com-
the experimental value. This model used 50 radii evenly
ween the minimum and maximum observed radii and
encies actually collected during the impedance spectros-
iments.
el contained one fixed parameter, the known13 resistivity

trolyte solutionrs 5 4.46V cm and set the number of
d their size distribution based upon experimental obser-
were based on eight adjustable parameters: the resistiv-
herical material on the surfacerm ~V cm!, theRC time
f the particle wall-solution interface and the electrode
rfaceRCw and RCs(s), the specific resistances of the

l and electrode surface,Rw andRsurf ~V cm2!, the exter-
cific resistanceRext ~V cm2!, the number of layersnavg,
aration factorf. Navg was required to be at least one, the

factor was held within the limits discussed, and all other
were constrained to positive values.
el contained no explicit representation of the Pt4Ru4Ir

any possible oxidation products! contained on the sup-
. Although these materials likely constitute discrete par-
spheroidal supports, they were assumed to be uniformly
cross the surface, and their influences to be incorporated
and RCw terms. It was also assumed that no current
the carbon paper support except at the contact point

e support material sphere and the electrode surface and
rface had a contact area equal to the surface area of the

f the base sphere.

Division of Transmission Line Segments

advantage of vertical symmetry, each multilayered unit
nceptually divided into three distinct repeating regions.
here refers to that of electrochemically important ele-

as impedances and the cross-sectional and surface areas
they are calculated; the physical locations of particles

isplaced horizontally within a slice. Wherever symmetry
impedance calculations were performed only on the
regions.
the stacking geometry varies depending upon the value

regions are named based on the case of relatively tight
shown in Fig. 4. The first region at the base and top of

egins with a single sphere and continues until meeting
ere. This is dubbed the incremental height~IH! region,
thickness is the net height increase with each succeeding
eres. There are always exactly two of these regions. The
e, the overlap band~OB!, contains multiple spheres in
nd may repeat several times throughout the unit cell. The
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, the interlayer gap~G!, occurs between overlap bands
ed for the tightly packed case where there is a gap be-
nset of the first and third layers.
king geometry, however, determines the actual contents
ions. In tightly packed cases where 2< f < 3, the in-
eight exceeds one radius, so there is always a gap be-
rst and third layers. These unit cells, typified by Fig. 5a,
sess an incremental height region at their top and base,
alternating overlap bands containing two spheres and
intersecting only a single sphere per slice. This de-

system found on our electrodes.
ces such as that shown in Fig. 5b, 3, f , 4A2/3 and
ntal height is less than one radius length, causing the
f spheres to begin before the first is completed. In these
he IH region is expanded to include the initial portion of
layer. The overlap band then contains three spheres be-
ing the gap region possessing only two spheres. Asf
this gap narrows and the layers become progressively

al case, 4A2/3 < f , 2), depicted in Fig. 5c, the gap
ed until the fourth layer now rests atop the first and
further. In these cases, both the overlap band and the

ap~which now intersects other layers! contain three
are preserved as distinct regions for convenient divisions
oundaries. Unlike the first two cases, the top and base
ds~containing first one and then two spheres! are not
nless the number of layers is a multiple of three. Asym-

s when the top one or two layers sit directly atop the
sphere rather than obtaining support from the three
the previous layer. In these situations, necessity dictates
sets of calculations for the IH region. It is also worth

if f ever reaches 2), three layers collapse into a single
ed layer andf returns to 2. Indeed, the simulated spectra

yer system with highf is very similar to that for an
entical close-packed two-layer system
the program used to fit the impedance data prespecifies

n! number of symmetric slices, the number of slices
each region can vary widely depending upon the num-

s. Moreover, regions delineating the sphere boundaries
proper calculations often require slice thicknesses to vary

zone to zone. Hence, the number of slices in each zone
lated, rounded to an integer, and then used to calculate
t thickness. For generality, calculations are performed
sionless radius units of total thicknessT, separation fac-

e number of layersn, and the total number of slicesN/2
metric half of the cell. Values are calculated for each

asymmetric IH region, and for the asymmetric halves of
G regions, containingnIH , nOB , and nG slices and

nesses ofIH, OB, andG, respectively.
etries wheref , 4A2/3, the total thicknessT is

ing a multilayer unit cell.
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T 5 2 1 ~n 2 1!IH @10#

the differential height increment, determined from ge-
e

IH 5 A4 2
f 2

3
@11#

and zero when there are two or fewer layers. The remaining slices
are allocated to the incremental height region

nIH 5 N/2 2 ~n 2 1!nOB 2 ~n 2 2!nG @14#

Equations 12-14 are valid forf < 3 but can be generalized to the
other situations. Individual segment thicknessesD are then calcu-
lated based on these new integer values and used to calculate slice

-layered unit cell with separation factorf 5 (a) 2.3,~b! 3.15, and~c! 3.4.
nd 1 radius unit~repeated twice! for n 5 1. The thick- resistances based upon particle resistivities and the particle or solu-
wi
re~

an
e

the
ion
ell
en
ph
thin the segment. The areaA of thekth slice~of radiusr!
with radiusR! is calculated as

r 2 5 R2 2 @R 2 k~DR!#2

r 2 5 kDR~2R 2 kDR!

A 5 pkD~2 2 kD! @15#

d A are in dimensionless radius units. This formula is
end IH region where 0< kD < 2 and can be general-
r regions with appropriate slice height offsets. Electro-
area is found by subtracting particle area from that of

. The interfacial surface area of a slice through a sphere
t only on its thickness and does not vary with its location
ere. Interfacial area values were weighted appropriately
overlap band in tightly packed cases is readily seen in
e the thickness of a single sphere, less the differential
ment, or 22 IH . The number of slices in the asymmet-
he overlap band is rounded up to the nearest integer
reCeiling@x# is defined as the smallest integer>x

nOB 5 CeilingFN

2

2 2 dH

T G @12#

wise indicates that the interlayer gap thickness is that of
less two full overlap bands 23 IH 2 2. When there are
re layers, the number of slices in this region is then

nG 5 CeilingFN

2

2IH 2 2

T G @13#
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ntaining multiple spheres. Our model used 100 slices per
ich seemed sufficient for convergence of our surfaces. A
the model’s implementation is shown in Fig. 6.

Analysis of Parameters

resistivity was the primary value sought from analysis of
ental data, so it was essential to understand its influence

The s
0.2 and
varied dr
for value
face path
was only

wchart of model implementation. Figure 7.
ce spectra. A series of simulations were performed with
arameter values of: r 5 15,000V cm; RC

primarily thr
rea
a

the
ur
om
str

r
at
rat
p

00
h

rre
e
e
ow
nd
cific resistance of the surfaceRsurf was varied between
25V cm2. Both magnitudes and shapes of the spectra
atically with low values of resistance but were invariant

arge enough to restrict entry of current through the sur-
y. Figure 7b indicates that at very small resistances there

pendence of impedance spectra on~a! rm and ~b! Rsurf .
ough this low-resistance pathway. As the surface resis-
sed so did the magnitude of this primary arc; moreover,

rc began to manifest itself, indicating a second pathway

m w

Csurf 5 0.5 ms; Rext 5 0; Rw 5 0.25V cm2; Rsurf
2; navg 5 1.5; andf 5 2.5. Particle resistivityrm was
een 0.15 and 150,000V cm, with representative traces
ig. 7a. When the particle resistivity is very low~relative

ponents!, the impedance spectrum is semicircular, with
dependence upon the exact resistivity value. This sug-
for lowrm the interior is highly conductive relative to
onents. As the resistivity increases, the frequency re-
orms, passing through an initial plateau~sometimes only
med and seen as a pronounced difference in slope! be-
ng a second arc, which progressively extends with in-
At high values ofrm , the arcs again converge in a near
ith the initial deformation! as current now passes al-

sively through the solution. Physically, this suggests a
rom conductance primarily through the particle to a
icle/solution pathway until the solution itself dominates.

tance inc
a second
~through
tances, c
factors d
ingly con
is likely a
creases
and satu

As the
and 250,
regions w
viable cu
size of th
nates. Th
current fl
support a
particles! for the current to travel. At very high resis-
ve magnitudes again became nearly invariant, as other
inated; the frequency response, however, was increas-

ained to the low-frequency regions of the spectrum. This
esult of the choice of testing parameters. AsRsurf in-
constantRCsurf , the capacitance diminishes accordingly
es at lower frequencies.
article wall’s specific resistance was varied between 0.25
0V cm2 the magnitudes of the spectra again increased. In
ere two distinct arcs are present corresponding to two
nt pathways~as in Fig. 8!, increasingRw increases the
low-frequency semicircle until that feature alone domi-
size of this semicircle likely indicates the extent to which
s through the solution-surface pathway, avoiding the
catalyst. Relative improvement in the size of the first arc
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ntal samples should then correlate to more efficient cata-
n.
cases, the two resistance-capacitance~RC! time con-
not observed to have any influence on the shape of the
curves other than the predictable effect of shifting the
esponse along the path of the previous loci. Neverthe-
e cases where the spectra possessed pronounced double

se parameters appeared to have some influence upon the

in catalys
were the
face, and
Resistivit

pendence of impedance spectra onRwall .

Figure 9.
the transition and the sharpness of its inflection. These

Bo
. The three parameters that changed most between sets
aterial conductivity, the time constant of the wall inter-
he specific resistance of the particle-surface interface.

could vary between 0.8 and 4V cm for the as-

quist plots of experimental and fit impedances.
ready generalization, but any simulations performed in
s should pay particular care to the choice of these pa-

Discussion of Experimental Fits

arameters were fit to experimental data based on a mini-
sum-squared error~SSE!

(
ll frequencies

@~Zdata,re2 Zfit,re!
2 1 ~Zdata,im2 Zfit,im!2#

@16#

ction set method after manually determining plausible
es. Minimizations of each set were performed from sev-
points. Poor guesses led to high SSE local minima with

correct fits, but all optima with SSE values less than 2.0
approximately the same solution values. The lowest
reported along with error estimates calculated at the

ence level using the relationship

%@S# 5 SSE@Ŝ#S 1 1
P

Nset 2 P
F@P,Nset 2 P# D @17#

nts the number of data points in the spectrum data set;P
er of adjustable parameters~eight!; F@P, Nset 2 P# is

f the statisticalF distribution at the indicated number of

freedom and confidence levels;Ŝ is the optimal para-
andS is the optimal solution set with one parameter
make the equality true. Nyquist and Bode plots of the

a sets10 and fits can be seen in Fig. 9 and 10. Best-fit
he four supports are found in Tables I-IV.

resistance terms were calculated as resistivities and
istances, it is also instructive to compare the magnitudes
ponent’s actual contribution to resistance. Therefore, for

set resistances were calculated for the particle material,
e, and solution based on the optimal parameter values

geometry~see Table 1 in Ref. 10!. These results chal-
itial assumptions regarding the use of porous electrodes

Figure 10.
~b!.
de plot of experimental and fit impedance magnitudes:~a! and
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Table I. Pt4Ru4Ir ÕTi0.9Nb0.1O2 , SSE 0.371.

Parameter Best fit value Low 95% confidence High 95% confidence

rm , V cm 5.13 103 4.3 3 103 6.2 3 103

RCwall , s 1.63 102 1.5 3 102 1.7 3 102

RCsurf , s 0.088 0.084 0.093
Rext , V cm2 9.18 9.14 9.23
Rwall , V cm2 5.9 3 104 5.4 3 104 6.4 3 104

Rsurf , V cm2 7.3 7.2 7.4
navg
f

Table II.

Paramete

rm , V cm
RCwall , s
RCsurf , s
Rext , V cm
Rwall , V c
Rsurf , V c
navg
f

Table III.

Paramete

rm , V cm
RCwall , s
RCsurf , s
Rext , V cm
Rwall , V c
Rsurf , V c
navg
f

Table IV.

Paramete

rm , V cm
RCwall , s
RCsurf , s
Rext , V cm
Rwall , V c
Rsurf , V c
navg
f
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support materials14 to roughly 1 MV cm for the com-
ized forms, and it was expected that the supports condi-
nly 30 min would possess values very near those of the
zed materials. In contrast, the calculated resistivities of
r/Ebonex and Pt4Ru4Ir/Ti 0.9Nb0.1O2 of several thousand
entimeter indicate partially oxidized starting states. Re-
n be a complicated function of the oxidation state, but if
ncreases linearly or supralinearly with oxidation, this im-

The R
condition
electrode
tioned fo
sessed t
treated T0
in time c
wall spec

1.648 1.641 1.654
2.339 2.335 2.344

Figure 11.
tive oxide
idation percentage of less than 1%, which is physicallythe decreas
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time constant of the wall also seemed to decrease during
, but it is unclear whether this holds significance in
esign. It must be noted that the two electrodes condi-
nly 30 min had virtually identical responses yet pos-

e constants differing by 15 s. Untreated Ebonex and
b0.1O2 were quite different but had a smaller difference

stants on both absolute~5 s! and relative scales. As the
resistivities remained virtually constant in all samples,

ed time constants are due almost exclusively to dimin-
apacitances.
racteristics of the wall might be explained if the condi-
ess creates an ever-thickening partially oxidized shell
ore conductive particle interior. In this more complicated

n in Fig. 11, net current flow would still pass through a
and capacitorCwa in parallel at the particle-solution

hey would then pass through the highly resistive oxide
hich is physically likely to have a composition gradient
uniformity! and then pass through another resistor-
irRwb /Cwb , before traversing the particle’s interior re-
nd continuing to the next segment. Mathematically, the

nce of this pathway at frequencyv would be

1 Rm 1 S Rwa

1 1 ~vRwaCwa!
2 1

Rwb

1 1 ~vRwbCwb!
2D

S vRwa
2 Cwa

1 1 ~vRwaCwa!
2 1

vRwbCwb

1 1 ~vRwbCwb!
2D @18#

o the model studied whereRwb andROL were zero. If the
f the oxide layer increases, the frequency-independent
ncrease and be incorporated into theRm term ~asrm),
he observed increase upon conditioning. Once the cur-
netrated the particle interior, this value would continue to
pparent increase due to the more constricted cross-
ea of the conductive bulk. Physically,Rwa andRwb and
siteRw might be expected to remain unchanged upon
the interfaces remain the same and only the oxide thick-

es. Analysis of the capacitance is more complicated, but
l of a single equivalent capacitor with one plate on either
xide layer, plate separation can clearly be considered to
sed after conditioning. As parallel-plate capacitance is

roportional to this larger separation~or, alternatively,
phere capacitance is proportional to the now-diminished
net capacitance lessens, as does the RC time constant.
, one may view the capacitance change as a reflection

e system. For reasons described later, conditioning in-
current entering the upper regions of the spherical sup-

bly influencing the nature of the electrical double layer in
ns. Finally, note that in Fig. 9 most of the fit error comes
-frequency region of the spectrum and this is the region

s containing the time constant become largest; thus, the
end may to some extent be an artifact of fitting errors.
st with expectations, the parameter that seemed to hold
fluence over the impedance spectra was the specific re-
the particle-carbon paper surface interface. Comparison

oposed equivalent circuit for current flowing through a resis-
ell.
was also hypothesized that conditioning would increase
resistivities dramatically due to increased oxidation. Re-
d increase by up to a factor of three, but this was much
pected. If the particle surfaces were previously oxidized,
ve slowed subsequent oxidation of the interior during the
phase. Moreover, this change seems unlikely to influ-

erall electrode response, as the wall impedance in series
rior is considerably larger.
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Pt 4Ru4Ir ÕTi0.9Nb0.1O2 conditioned for 7 h, SSE 0.590.

r Best fit value Low 95% confidence High 95% confidence

1.43 104 1.0 3 104 1.6 3 104

1.43 102 1.2 3 102 1.5 3 102

0.105 0.103 0.115
2 9.5 9.4 9.6

m2 6.0 3 104 5.4 3 104 6.6 3 104

m2 10.5 10.3 10.6
1.40 1.39 1.41
2.225 2.219 2.232

Pt 4Ru4Ir ÕEbonex, SSE 0.368.

r Best fit value Low 95% confidence High 95% confidence

5.73 103 4.8 3 103 6.8 3 103

145.0 136.0 158.0
0.077 0.073 0.081

2 9.08 9.04 9.13
m2 5.8 3 104 5.3 3 104 6.2 3 104

m2 7.46 7.38 7.56
1.487 1.482 1.494
2.225 2.220 2.229

Pt4Ru4Ir ÕEbonex conditioned for 7 h, SSE 1.39.

r Best fit value Low 95% confidence High 95% confidence

1.73 104 1.4 3 104 1.9 3 104

85.0 78.0 92.0
0.086 0.082 0.091

2 10.4 10.3 10.5
m2 5.8 3 104 5.4 3 104 6.3 3 104

m2 17.1 16.8 17.3
1.36 1.35 1.37
2.25 2.24 2.26



with the minima in the impedance curves yielded a correlation co-
efficient of 0.9999. In light of the other results, this seems physically
reasonable. The impedance of the particle walls is so large that it
forces most current to enter the spheres as close to the base as
possible and the limiting resistance becomes the surface impedance.
This observation suggests utilization of any electrocatalyst on an
oxide support is very low ifRwall is high. The internal resistance of
the particles is an order of magnitude less than that of the surface
and more than four orders of magnitude less than that of the walls.
At present, it seems catalyst utilization can be improved by continu-
ing to incre
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act by improving electrical contact between catalyst surfaces and the
electrolyte phase,15 for example!, and provides a method to monitor
the success of optimization efforts~such as attempts to inhibit the
formation of insulating anodic films by alloying Pt with Fe, Co, or
Cr!.16,17 The understanding gained from these studies can then
supplement the primary search for better catalysts by isolating the
effects of the electrode and suggesting means for overall improve-
ment.
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ase the surface impedance, forcing more current through
and the catalysts coating their surface. This might be

in some applications but would decrease the voltage ob-
ed in fuel cells. The same effect might be achieved by
s conductive electrolyte solution, but at the cost of a
rnal resistance. Vast improvements in current distribu-
er, could be obtained if the wall impedance were dimin-
it was comparable to or less than the other resistive
s. Even then, the resistance due to the particles after 30
ning exceeds that of the surrounding sulfuric acid elec-
rface impedance can be maintained without condition-

ay improve catalyst utilization. Electrode improvement
e achieved by designing electrode construction to mini-
ful multilayers and to encourage close packing. In limited

not requiring fine particles of catalytically active com-
fficiency might be reduced by plating the catalyst from a
o the supports, thus matching metal deposition with cur-
tion.
bservations also suggest possible improvements in the
al model. It was initially assumed that current only
the carbon paper support where it was in contact with
ducting spheres. In light of the high particle resistances
iting effect of the surface impedance, this assumption
ect. Although there is danger in including too many pa-
mathematical models of physical systems, the addition
n to surface capacitance and a parallel resistance not
the contact point may be justified.

Conclusions

l and bifunctional electrodes often make use of finely
le metals or noble metal oxides on conductive supports,
then be treated to enhance thermal stability. Unfortu-

influence of such processes on the electrochemical prop-
electrodes is poorly understood. A physically reasonable

n line model has shown that four oxidatively conditioned
suffer from poor catalyst utilization because of unchang-
mpedances at the solution/support interface, most likely
ation of the support and/or the supported catalysts. In-
miconductor/carbon paper impedances might improve uti-
htly, but at the cost of higher overall resistances. Condi-

decreases the capacitance of the support particles,
a thickening of an oxide shell around a semiconducting

del suggests a number of approaches to improving elec-
n. Porous electrodes are typically made with conductive
ut these may degrade under high temperatures or anodic
nditions. This problem is of less concern for fuel-cell
lysts, which are operated at relatively low potentials, but
uite significant for fuel-cell cathodes or for electrolyzer
n the case of oxide supports, vast gains in utilization
hieved if a technique can be found to give the support

istivities comparable to those of the electrolyte solution.
also suggest determining the properties of unconditioned
as a first step in striking a balance between stability and

onditioned electrodes might also be exposed to reduc-
ns to assess the reversibility of the changes. In short, this
ides a general tool for determining the detailed electro-
operties of porous electrodes, enables the testing of some

hypotheses~the recent postulate that catalyst additives
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List of Symbols

ix of Kirchoff’s voltage law current coefficients,V
r of impedances in Kirchoff’s voltage law equations,V
r of relative currents in Kirchoff’s voltage law equations
nsionless cross-sectional area of a slice of a unit sphere
eter of a semiconducting sphere,mm
nsionless sphere separation factor,X 5 f r , 2 < f , 2)
nsionless height of the gap region, radius units
nsionless height of the incremental height region, radius units
nt traversing thekth Kirchhoff voltage loop, A
nt passing from voltage source through particle to ground, A
ength imaginary componentA 2 1
or
of semiconducting material deposited, g
er of layers of spheres in the region under examination

number of slices in one half of the unit cell
number of particles coating surface
er of data points in each data set
ge number of layers coating electrode surface

ler number of layers assumed to cover the electrode surface
on of the electrode surface covered by thenbase1 1 layers
er of slices in the asymmetric half of the gap region
er of slices in the asymmetric IH region
er of slices in the asymmetric half of the OB region

nsionless height of the OB region, radius units
er of adjustable parameters
rmal probability density function
s of a semiconducting sphere,mm
constant of the sphere-electrode surface interface, s
constant of the sphere wall-solution interface, s
nal resistance~used in Kirchoff equations!, V, or specific external re-
nce~used in optimization model!, V cm2

tance due to semiconducting material,V
tance due to electrolyte solution,V
ific surface resistance,V cm2

ific resistance of the sphere wall-solution interface,V cm2

r containing adjustable model parameters

r containing the optimal solution set parameters
squared error used to optimize fits
nsionless layer thickness as a multiple of sphere radius
ed voltage, V
ration distance between nearest-neighbor spheres on electrode surface,

r of relative currents in Kirchoff’s voltage law equations
dance at an interface,V
dance in one unit cell,V
dance of thekth slice,V
dance of the entire porous electrode,V
dance of the electrode surface,V

of lognormal distribution
ity of semiconducting material, g/cm3

tivity of the spherical semiconducting material,V cm
tivity of the electrolyte solution,V cm
ard deviation of lognormal distribution
lar frequency of ac current, rad/s
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